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IVE ORCHID SOCIETY
OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
_--_--Statement of Receipts and Payments for year ended 31 e t December, 1981.

PAYMENTS

RECEIPTS

1981 697.00
81.00
1932
20.00
NEDOS
Donations
10.60
Sundry
Plant Sales and Commission
Raffle Proceeds
Badges
Journal
197.80
Publications
10.00
Prepaid Order
Tuber and Seed Bank
Interest

Subscriptions

778.00
30.60
886.85
156.30
4.00
37.00
207.80
166.53
67.45

aaeae___
$2334.53

30.50
10.00
315.91
494.93
110.00
180.45
382,38
41.13
100.00
134.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
20.00
12.49
11.25
1913.04
Excess Receipts over Payments 421.49
$2334.53

Library books
Sign
Postage
Stationery
Typing Journal - Honorarium
Publications
Plants
Show cards
Rent of Hall
Insurance
Raffle Permit
Aust Orchid Foundation
Aust. Native Orchid Society
Orchid Club of South Aust.
Soc. for Growing Aus. Plants
Pots
Repairs
Sundries

Cash Statement
Cash at Bank 1.1.1981.
ADD Excess Receipts
Cash at Dank 31.12.31

606.61
421.49
$1028.1e
Honorary Treasurer

I have examined the books and records of the Native Orchid Society of South
Australia and certify that the above Statement of Receipts and Payments is
in accordance with the books and vouchers produced.
19thjanuary, 1982
Assets Purchased (at cost)
1977
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1980
1981
1977/80
1981
1977/80

Renee Duplicator (S/H)
Badge Die
Painted Emblem
Projector Stand
Projector
Slide Magazine
Pointer Torch
Projection Screen
Spot Lights
Cash Box
Sign - NOSSA
Library - Books and Slides
186.10
Books
30.50
Books
Slides

C.K. Yates
honorary Auditor
$
80.00
80.00
12.00
12.93
351.85
14.00
11.00
139.15
14.56
9.98
10.00
216.60
39.36_
$991.48
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TUBER BANK, REPORT 1931-52

Don Wells

Once again many Terrestrial growers were able to apply for and, in most
cases, , receive Tubers to grow on for the 1932 season. One 1undred and
Seventy lots were processed and posted over the Christmas/New Year period.
A very rewarding result, made possible by the generous donations from
many members and the rescue efforts during the year.
My personal thanks to all who assisted me during the year and through
their efforts N.O.S.S.A. is $173.00 richer.
Attendance: '70

LAST MEETING

eh_

.

John Wommersley, B.Sc., who spent thirty years in . Papua/New Guinea, spoke
on the Ceratobium section of the Genus Dendrobium (Ceratobium being derived
from the Greek word Keratos meaning the horn). He proceeded to tell us
hew Papua/Dew Guinea has over four hundred species of Dendrohium with
45-50 belonging to the section Ceratobium. They are the most easily grown
of the Dendrobiums and also the most widely distributed, the commonest
species being D. lipeale. This grows in very exposed situations often in
full sun, having up to 20-30 psuedobulbs reaching three metres in length.
D.linaale has petals which are not markedly twisted. It has eight
varieties.
John mentioned how D. lasian1thEa, though very beautiful is difficult to
grow in cultivation. It is common on the May River in Papua/New Guinea
where it grows epiphytically on trees and during times of flood it can
be submerged for weeks and still survive.
John explained to us how the section Ceratobium has petals 2-3 times As
long as the sepals; the conspicuous labellum is keeled and has prominent
side lobes; the seed pods develop rapidly and the flowers often remain
partly intact on the fruit, i.e. DI antennatum.
He then showed us through some excellent slides the species named
talasea, D. pomio . brown, andp. mushroom pink, although these plants
are 'geographically separated are really all Den. helix.
Apparently in the cooler Magi Valley an un-named species of the section
Ceratobium grows which is more cold tolerant and would be &Arable to
have in cultivation.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable evening and we all came away richer in our
knowledge of Papua/New Guinea Dendrobiums. Many thanks John, for an
educational night.
The Australian species belonging to the section Ceratobium are as follows:
D. antennatum, D. nindii, p12 diss21o.T.:! D. johahnis y R:.z1.11sLanum (see
A.W. Docktill Australian Indigenous Orchids).
Plant Display and
Terrestrials
Epiphytes

_

D. Wells
P. Barnes

The Epiphytes easily outdid the Terre s trials last month with a fine
display of hybrids in the section Ceratobium.
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Only three Terrestrials were benched, namely:
Malaxis latifolia (minute flowers) requires heat in South hustralia.
Pterostylis revoluta - very early, see article further on.
Spiranthes sine nsas
- one lovely spike with nearly all flowers open and
.
intact.

ee

The Epiphytes were as follows:
Den. hiqibbum var. bigibbum

two

Den. dicuphum
Den. bracteosum

Papua/New Guinea

Den. torresea
Den. antennatum x bi gibbum
Den. antennatum x discolor. - two
lien

31.sToptersands = piscolor

x sanaliculatuT - tan and purple - lovely

Den. gouldii x lineale
var. kui blue
_me
Sarcochilus ceciliae

one large of well flowered and five small pots
mostly grown on blue metal.

SARCOCHILU5 CECILIAE

D. Wells

The Editor claims that members ate growing plants successfully and should
help others experiencing difficulty. With this object in mind I am
hoping to be helpful with the following article.
I have been fortunate enough to grow Sarcoehilus ceciliae for three yearsg
having found just the right spot for cultivation in my shadehouse. I had
the good fortune to obtain a number of small plants so rather. than pot
them up singularly, the lot were planted in a 7" squat pot. (In natural
conditions the plants grow singularly not in large clumps). The seller
of the plants informed me to pot them in what he termed "Blue Metal".
I had no idea what constituted "blue metal" but my local sand and gravel
man sold me some. This was sieved taking out the small sections. The
plants were placed on top of the metal using chunky pieces over the spread
out roots to anchor the plants. (In natural conditions they grew on rocks
with their roots amongst mosses, etc.)
The planted pot was placed between cymbidium plants, using the overhanging
leaves for extra shade in a cymbidium orchid house covered with 50% shade
cloth and facing north. The benches are the usual mesh type. No,other
treatment has been afforded the plants other than the norm]. watering and
fertilizing the cyms receive, although I could be considered a heavy
waterer. The plants are not shifted at all - they remain in the same
position the whole year, and have 'teen there for three years, flowering
successfully every year, with the flowers lasting up to three months
(progressive flowerer).
Many micro climates can be found in the cym house as many other native
orchids are enjoying spots in mine.
I hope these notes are of benefit to other growers. I need assistance on
other genera I am expeaiencing difficulty with , - maybe someone else's
article will help me,
Thank you Don, I am sense we would all like to read other people's
experiences and learn from them.
Ed:; tor.
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GETTING THOSE LATE SUMMER ANDEARLYAUTU N PT ROST`ILIS TO '.LOWER
R. Bates and C.J. Nieuwenhoven
The following Eastern States greenhood: species P. revoluta, P. coccinea,
P.pulchella, P. decurva, P. aestiva and P. laxa grow and multiply quite
well if treated in the same fashion as the commonly grown South. Australian
species (i.e. repotted each December and left fairly dry until the
autumn), but few flowers will ever be obtained.
Recent experimentation has shown that these species can be made to
flower freely in Adelaide using the following techniques.
When first obtained tubers , should be placed in a medium sized (10 cm
diem.) squat plastic pot. The mix does not seem to matter. The commonly
used sand/bush soil/peat moss mix or the bush soil/leaf litter
combination work equally well.
The important thing is not to repot these species each year, but only to
do so . after 3-4 years when overcrowding makes it necessary.
The pots may be allowed to dry out at the end of November but should
then be placed in a cool, deeply shaded area and kept slightly damp
through the summer. These cool damp conditions seem to be the real
trick in stimulating flowering. If the soil in the pots is allowed to
get dry (as suits most terrestrials) in summer or left in the sun, few,
if any, flowers will appear.
Once flower spikes appear the pots should be given a little more light
and air and protected from thrips to ensure perfect flowers.
I had Pterostylis coccinea (a tall, large reddish flowered species) in
cultivation for 5-6 years with never a flower, despite a healthy increase
of plants each year. This summer I have kept one small pot under the
cool, damp conditions mentioned and one larger pot on top of the bench
and fairly dry.. The smaller pot with five tubers has produced five
flower spikes, the other pot, as usual, has not produced any.
I have had similar experiences for the last couple of years as Bob has.
My plants are placed in a cool cellar and receiver no direct light. They
are placed there as soon as they have been repotted during December,
except my plants.. are kept completely dry. It certainly has made a big
difference in the number of flowers obtained
they also seem to appear .
Similar pots placed in the shadehouse
earlier in the season.
obstinately refuse to flower.
It appears, the new summer conditions provided by us simulate the natural
cooler soil conditions in the bush since most of the above species come
from cool mountain areas where they receive some summer . rainfall. The
old practice of putting the pots in the shadehouse during summer raises
the soil temperatures unnaturally high and should now be avoided.
ies life
The above conditions may also apply to our local c:u.line species
Pt. al..ta and Pt. alata var. robu sta.
Further work is now being carried out on other species of orchids like
Diuris, particularly those from the Eastern Stater;, viz. D_. abbreviate
and D. sulphurea. It no doubt will be beneficial to chiloglottis
species also, particularly C. gunnii. It is suggested we all try these
experiments and report back the results through this Journal.
A good alternative to a cellar is your shed.. Place: the pots in plastic
trays and water from the bottom during summer, but sparingly. Let the
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pots soak up water for an hour then tip the excess from the tray, Keep
them slightly moist
not wet. Once the flower spikes are up 2-3 cm. the
pot may be put back in the shadehouse, but in the coolest part. Please
let us know the results.
FIELD TRIP. REPORT 12/9/S1

G.J. Nieuwenhoven

After meeting at Golden Grove we drove to Mt. Gawler via some hair-raising
back roads through some beautiful hilly country. On arrival the
enthusiastic party fanned out and soon came upon Caladeniapatersonii and
C.rigida growing in stony hilly terrain just on the edge of Eucalyptus
sp. forest. This area had been control burnt twelve months previously and
did not seem to have affected the orchids too much. Other species quickly
unearthed were Caladeniadeformis, Pt. nutans, Pt. nana and esDiuris
maculata.
,
seThese were all it flower, with Acianthus reniformis in bud and A. exsertus
and Thelymitra sp. leaves also present.
Having sated out appetite slightly we aroved on to an area near the South
Para Reservoir. This is another locality where Cal. rida occurs. This
species is endemic to South Australia and is only found in these Northern
Mount Lofty Ranges. Our party must have been a bit too noisy for the .local
kangaroo population, as one of these macropods soon took to the hills when
it saw us coming (it's a good thing Orchids are rooted to the ground).
We quickly found Diurispedunculata and D. macu].ata with several specimens
of the hybrid D. alachila nearby. Two plants of Diuris edunculata
longifolia soon brought the camera enthusiasts running but alas they were
not fully open yet.
Further discoveries were D. longifoli-, C. deformis, C. catenata, Pt.
pedunculata and numerous large and double flowered specimens of C.aida.
After climbing the dividing fence we searched an area of regenerating light
forest. This had' been grazed in the past, the stock having been removed
three or four years previously, and it was interesting to note that some

orchids were already finding their way back in, i.e. Di.urisaalustri.s
Caladenia rigida and also Thelymitra species.
Plants in bud found in this area were Thelymitra cut oci].ium, Tai. pauciflora,
Th. aristata and Th. longifolia (nearly out) and Gl_ossodia major. Leav
es
only of Microtis sp. Corybas, dead flowers of Pt. nana, ^ Pt. alata var.
robus ta, Erioc hilus eucullatus and Prasophyllum patens were seen - quite
a haul for a small area.
Our last stop was on the fringe of Para Wirra National Park, quite close
to some land belonging to the Girl Guide Association. Since it was getting
a bit late in the afternoon we did not stay too long here, but long enough
to find D. macu3.ata_, D. longifolia, amme
Acianthus reniformis in profusion,
Caladenia l.e tochila, C. reticulata., C. patersonii and Pt. alata var.
robusta. In bud were Thelymitra luteocilium, T. anten:nifera, Glossodia
major, and Lt.erostylis plumosa, with leaves only of Corybas sp., and
tata carrying large fat seed pods.
Cal. menziesii and Pt. vit
A satisfactory day indeed and if you would like to get to know other
members better, why not join our next field trip and enjoy some good
company.
CULTURE NOTES w MARCH AND APRIL

D. Nesbitt

Terrestrials
Summer is definitely over by now and we can expect balmy Autumn days,
sunny and warm with virtually no wind or rain. March 21st is the Autumn
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equinox when day lasts as long. as night. Shadows are rapidly lengthening
as the sun sinks lower in the sky daily. All pots should be in their
growing positions by now and have. a topping of chopped pine needles, or
scrub litter applied.
Some terrestrials, mostly greenhoods, will have appeared by now if you
have been summer watering.. These may include Pterostylis baptistii
Pt.ophioc lossa, Pt. nutaris and the cauline types from mountainous areas
such as Pt. revoluta, Pt. obtuse and Pt. fischii. Once leaves have
appeared keep watering the pots lightly as they must not be allowed to
If you water heavily in Warm weather then tuber and lea f
dry right . out
rot can be a problem. Somewhere in between is the right amount of water.
Culture is simplified if you keep your pots on the dry side in Summer so
that plants do not appear until April-May when the weather is cooler.
Under these conditions at my place Diuris species appear in April, whilst
Caladenia are seldom up before-May. The buds of Eriochilus cucullatus,
looking like grains of wheat, will be noticed in March and the first
flowers are often open by the end of the month. These orchids always
flower on time whether it rains or not.
March-April-May is the best time to sow terrestrial seed. Sprinkle the
dust-like. seed on top of pots containing similar plants if possible.
Germination of terrestrials has occurred around Dendrobium plants and
Cymbidiums, so if you have seed to spare try a few experimental sowings.
Favourable results can be reproduced in future if you keep records of
these experiments now.
aiphytes_
Growth is still rapid in March so watering and fertilizing programmes must
be maintained. The long nights and dewy mornings can lead to rot in new
growths if plants do not dry off by nightfall. I cease watering in the
evenings about mid-February (unless it is very hot) to lessen this risk,
and water only in the mornings before noon. New growths which are fully
developed need maximum light to harden up or 'ripen before winter. Those
plants which were moved into heavier shade to prevent leaf burn during
Summer can now be brought out into brighter conditions. Remove any
additional shading erected for the Summer and wash some of the whitewash
off the glasshouse to let in more light.
Growth of the cool growing Dendrobiums will slow up in April as their
Winter dormant period approaches. Tropical species, which are grown , in
the shadehouse over Summer, such as Dendrobium canaliculatum, Den bigibbum,
Cymbidium canaliculatum
and Phaius tancarvilliac (a terrestrial grown under
me.
Epiphyte conditions) should be moved under cover in mid-April for the
Winter. If you haven°t got a glasshouse then an overhanging cave or a
sheet of plastic overhead will be better than nothing. Den. bigibbum
grown in glasshouses will be flowering soon making a splash of colour,
Shadehouse grown plants will be later developing their spikes and the buds
usually drop off with the cold weather in May. Forma compactum usually
flowers earlier than the type species so is a more desira Le form to
grow in Adelaide.
SCHLECHTER' S NEW GUINEA ORCHIDACEAE
Rudolf Schlechter made extensive collections of Orchidaceac from German
New Guinea and the Bismark Archipelago during both of his trips, the
first visit being between October 3.:901 and July 1902, and the second
between May 1907 and September 1909.
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Although he published descriptions of much of the material collected on
his first visit in K. Schum. et. 1^aut..,- (1905) he includes species notes
and comment in his major` work "Die Orchidaceen von Deutsch-Neu-G ,inea"

where he described not less than 1378 species or varieties of 116 genera,
over 1100 of these for the first time.
This text was'originaI.y Published as fascicles of Fedde's Repert. between
1911 and 1914. The' complimenting 'Figuren Atlas' was also published as
fascicles of Fedde's Repert. between 1.923 and 1928.
Both volumes particularly the Atlas are, very rare outside major Botanical
Libraries although facsimile-editions of each were published in 1973-74
by Otto Koeltz Antiquariat and are readily available.
During the German-Dutch Boundary E peclitionin.1912-13, C.Ledermann made
g flora collection in the lcaiserin-Augusta (Sepik) River area of
a
Kaiser-Wilhelms-Land. The results ' . -oaf this collection was published by
C. Lauterbach in Engler's T3ot. Jahrb. vol. 58 ' (7922-23) as contributions
to the Flora of Papuasia IX. Rudolf Schlechter was the author of the
Orchidaceae section of this work entitled 'Neue Orchidaceen Papuasiens'
where he describes a ` further 128 species or varieties of 27 genera
principally from Ledermann's collection„ although minor collections made
by Schultze: Moszowski and Peekal in 1910 are also included in the text.
lar

e

Between 1906 and 1925 Schlechter published in Fedde's Repert a series of
79 Decas entitled 'Orchidaceae novae et cr;i.ticae' where he described 790
species from many parts of the world.
Included in these Decas are four sections published in 1919.and 1921
entitled "Additamenta ad Orchideoligiam Papuanum" where Schlechter
describes a further 100 new species of 34 genera, including one new
genera. The majority of this material was collected in Kaiser ,-Wilhelmse
Land between . 1907 and 1913 by A. Kempf, A. i~,empter and C. Keysser, but
odd specimens from nine other collectors, some prior to 1907, are included.
Collectively the text , of these three publications show that Schlechter
was the author of over 1600 species, or varieties of Papuasian Orchidaceae.
All of Schlechter's Type material was lost when part of the Berlin
Herbarium was destroyed in 1943, although duplicates of a considerable
number, of species are known to be held in various European and other
herbaria... A project currently being 'undertaken by staff at Kew is to
catalogue as many of these duplicates as is practical.
Unfortunately, no illustrations were ever published or are known to exist
of species from 'Neue Orchidaceen Papuasiens', or 'Additamenta ad
Orchideologiam Papuanum 3 .
Ref.

Loesener Th.. (1926) Rudolf Schlechter Leben and Wirken
Notizbl. 13ot. Cart., Berlin 9, 912-958,

OF AN ORCHIDOLOGIST
METHODS AND MADNESS
e_e

he-

R. C. Nash

species like Pt. obtusa may prefer some loam mixed into the top
soil, while swampy ones will need quite a different approach. I have
grown both Ft.pulchella, it flowered, and Pt. tenuissima, the slugs
beat me, by eating the new shoots out. Unfortunately with Pt. pulchella
I was not aware of its natural habitat conditions for like many tubers
received from Interstate one is not told anything about suchmatters. I
planted the two or three tubers. in a dry mix and I think one of these tubers
put up a flower but all plants were gone in two years. If I had kept the
Some
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mix damp for most of the year and far more shade than they received I
think I :may have had some success.
The oe
Pt. tenuissima were given to Me already potted up in with other
plants naturally occurring with them. It was the open nature of the
potting mix with these plants that gave some very small slugs protection
and although I battled them. '.a year or so, they eventually won. These
plants were kept very damp. all. the time in almost continuous shade, with
just the very early sun reaching them for a short period. If you are
tenuilima do not let them
fortUnate enough to obtain some plants of
water
this
must
be
changed
very
regularly and be of good
stand in stale
quality, e.g. no River Murray water or bore water.
During the dormant time in summer it is best to allow these cauline
species to dry completely out and then store in a cool spot. Allow these
plants to awaken from dormancy at their own pleasure, I :find forcing
them does not improve your chances of riot loosing tubers to rot-out.
About the end of January, or if you find by experience earlier, examine
your pots to see if any plants are pushing through shoots, if not try
a week later, and so on. If you do find some shoots then you will need
to water them carefully and still keep the pots cool into the autumn when
they may be slowly shifted out into a warm and sunnier position.
You will find that those plants that flower this year, with most of these
species, will most likely flower next year, and so on, providing the
plants are not spoilt by excessive repotting, too much topping material
or damaged the previous growing season by insects. The one exception to
this is Yt. revoluta which seems to die after flowering - this is not
uncommon with some of our terrestrial orchids.
Besides the species mentioned above there are others that may soon become
available as several growers have them. These are Pt. ;lax., , Pt. fi shi p.,
Pt. reflexa, Pt. rodersii (a very pretty flower), E'Ll 227!!! and
Pt. decurva. One of the aforementioned plants viz. Pt. obtusa is guite
variable throughout its range in Australia with a wide flowering time.
One form from the south coast of Victoria flowers in December when grown
about Adelaide. This is the time aleo when this species may be found
in bloom in the high mountain areas of the Australian Alps. Here in
South Australia the local form and some of the New South Wales forms will
flewer right into August.

.omomom-emeo

One variety or species, depending on how you view the plant, or in my
case, one group of tubers that was sent to me as this species is more
than self pollinating, I removed the pollen from the flowers as they
opened and after this the ovaries still developed viable seed. This plant
has been called p ._t. alveatp: by J.R. Garnet but to my mind it is but a
variety of Pt. obtusa. However some people consider the mere fact that
the plant is self pollinating sufficient to make it a species. I have
yet another form of pt. of t_usa from near Newcastle, New South Wales, which
does self itself by dropping the pollen on to the stigma after about a
week. All this really means we do not know too much about the biology
of this species and we may never find out unless habitat areas can be
saved, or failing this the plants grown successfully in cultivation from
known sites. Again this points to the need to keep concise notes.
Other members of this group show some interesting variations depending
upon where they are found, amongst these the following have been
observed as variable, Pt.jama, Pt.rogersii, the ptL,alata/Lbabra
complex which may be composed of up to six or so true species.
Some species varieties in this group have been used in my hybrid
experiments, one has been most successful.
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Species like Pt. nutans. R.8r.and Pt. cuculla a .R..Br. , have grown :very
successfully for myself in a well drained. mixture of 7 to 8 . parts-medium
sand and 2 to 3 parts of rucal tus. sawdust. Some of my mixtures of late
have contained too much , and varied .huus for these species, resulting with '
fewer flowers and new tiers', III potting up pat a'. good layer, of the coarse
sand in the lower part of the jot., fill to about: 6 cm. from . the top with
medium traction sand 'where the tubers may be placed equal distance apart.
Cover the tubers with a : 'little clean fine sand and top the pot up. with. the
above given 'mixture. On the Very top place .:a layer of about 0:5 cm. of
ussawdust. 'While the plants are growing apply Urea at 2 to 4.
Fucal
weekly intervals to the leaves.
Pterostylis cucullata
in a moderately sunny
stems, however in such
species does not like
repotted each summer.

likes to grow from shade into sunlight, but if grown
position does not make large plants with long flower
a. position more news tubers will be produced. This
to become crowded which means it should be regularly

Pterostylis nutansPrefers a shady location with little direct sunlight and
can multiply to considerable numbers in a few years if you are able to find
the right set of conditions for your area. A friend of mine has used
as the humus material for this species with considerable
"Gardenitis"
success. From one plant collected in 1967 a few miles east of Hahndorf, I
have obtained many hundreds of plants by multiplication over. the intervening
years, and with those plants passed on to others the descendants of that one
plant would now be numbered in thousands. I mention this to illustrate
that it is not necessary to acquire' large numbers of plants in any species
when starting a collection, for if you get the right mixture and garden
position for many of our Native Orchids you could have trouble housing
your plants.
Both the above species have been used in my hybridization experiments with
interesting results.
In the cultivation of Pt. nape R,Br. I do not claim to have been consistently
successful with this species. Yes, I have grown it for many years, some
even multiplied vegetatively but eventually something went wrong and each
attempt failed. It was this species that first grew from seed forme, not
intentionally, but purely accidentally. These seedlings appeared amongst
the leaf litter that had collected between my pots. To explain,' in those
days my pots sat directly upon the ground, behind low mounds of earth ideal
for the wind. to blow leaves, etc. into. The' year before, the one plant
of this species I then had flowered and was self pollinated by an unknown
insect. Upon ripening the seed was blown from the capsule with a little
obviously falling amongst the litter. The small seedlings numbered about.
twelve and were carefully ,collected and potted up.
Continued next month

